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Abstract. The pattern of a matrix is the structure of its zero and nonzero

entries. For any prescribed pattern we determine the maximum possible rank

of each power of a matrix with a given pattern. The approach is based on a

combinatorial result that may be of some interest independently.

1. INTRODUCTION

The pattern of a matrix is the structure of its zero and nonzero entries. In

the well-known paper [2] J. Edmonds has shown that the maximum possible

(linear algebra) rank of a matrix of a given pattern equals its term rank which

is the maximum number of nonzero entries no two of which lie in a common

row or column. The term rank equals the rank provided the nonzero entries

are algebraically independent transcendentals. Let us recall one important con-

sequence. Matrices arising in several applications are often sparse and without

expected numerical dependencies among the entries, and hence one may as-

sume that their rank equals the term rank. The term rank of a matrix can be

computed by the matching algorithm for bipartite graphs [5]. Thus, there is an

efficient algorithm for testing the rank of a matrix that does not depend on the

numerical entries but only on the pattern.

However, in some applications, such as in automatic control, one needs to

know also the ranks of the powers of a matrix. The term rank does not give

a good upper bound for the powers. It may even happen that the term rank

of powers is increasing while the maximum possible rank is decreasing. In this

paper we determine the maximum rank of powers of a matrix of a given pat-

tern. The result is based on a combinatorial theorem that can be interpreted

as follows. Let G be a digraph and p a positive integer. Let k be the maxi-

mum number of people who can be located in distinct vertices so that they can

simultaneously walk for p time units—traversing one edge per time unit—and
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two or more people never meet in a vertex. The result is that the schedule can

always be organized in the following special way. One can find a collection of

pairwise vertex disjoint cycles (of arbitrary length) and paths of length at least

p, so that k people are initially located in the vertices of the cycles and paths

but not in the last p vertices of each path. The people then walk for p time

units either around the cycle or along the path.

The number k in the above schedule is the maximum rank of the p\h power

of a matrix whose pattern is represented by G.

2. Results

We use some basic notions of graph theory [ 1 ]. Let G — ( V, E) be a fixed di-

graph with possible loops and without multiple edges where V — {1,2,... ,n)

and E is a set of directed edges. A walk w = (vQ,ex,vx, ... , vp_x, ep_x, vp)

is a sequence of (not necessarily distinct) vertices and edges of G so that

e',• = vi-\vi is a directed edge for each i. The number p in the definition

is called the length of the walk. A p-walk is a walk of length p. A path

(a cycle) is a walk whose vertices are mutually distinct (but v0 = v for a cy-

cle). The number of vertices of a path P ora cycle C will be denoted by \P\

and \C\, resp. We say that two p-walks w and w' are (vertex) independent

if vt £ v'i for i — 0,1, ... ,p where v( and v't denote the ith vertices of the

walks.

For each positive integer p we associate with G another acyclic digraph

N(G,p), which will be called a network. The vertex set of N(G,p) consists

of p + 1 copies t(0),j'(l), ... ,i(p) of each vertex i of G, and the edges

are i(t - l)j(t), t = 1, ... ,p, for each edge ij of G. Obviously, there is a

1-1 correspondence between the /?-walks in G and the paths of length p in

N(G ,p), and independent p-walks correspond to vertex disjoint paths.

The proof of the following Theorem 1 is based on linear programming. We

formulate a linear program that solves packing of cycles and paths with respect

to an objective function. Then we derive from the dual solution a vertex cut in

N(G,p) which bounds the number of vertex disjoint p-paths.

As a reference to linear programming and the theory of totally unimodular

matrices we recommend the book [7].

Theorem 1. For every digraph G and a positive integer p there are mutually

vertex disjoint cycles and paths Cx,... ,Cr and Px, ... ,PS such that the max-

imum number of independent p-walks in G equals

(i) ¿iqi+Édjy-*)./=i       /=i
Proof. We first show that the packing problem,

(2)        "Find a collection 9~ of mutually vertex disjoint paths and

cycles for which the value of ( 1 ) is maximum"
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can be formulated as a linear program. Let Kn be the complete digraph on

vertex set {1,...,«} . Let us associate a weight w.. with each edge where

1 for ij e E,

(3) wij := 1-p       for ij <£ E, i + j,

0 for ii <£ E, i = j.

We claim that the packing problem (2) is equivalent with the following problem.

(4) "Find a collection W of vertex disjoint cycles in Kn  of the

maximum weight w(W) where

w(W) := ¿2 w(C) :=   £  we."
c& eeceW

Let us first observe that an optimum solution of (2) yields a feasible solution of

(4) with the same cost. (The weight of a cycle is w(C) - \C\, and w(Pl)e) =

\P\ - p, where e e K„\E is the edge that completes a path P to a cycle.)

Conversely, let W be an optimum solution of (4). Deleting all edges of Kn\E

we obtain a collection of vertex disjoint paths and cycles with the same cost.

(If a cycle C contains k edges of Kn\E then C splits into k paths.) This

concludes the proof of the claim.

We may require, without loss of generality, that an optimum solution of (4)

covers all vertices of Kn . If not, we can add the loop ii with wn = 0 for each

uncovered vertex /. In other words, (4) is equivalent to

(5) "Find a permutation n on {1,...,«} for which Y?í=íwíx[¡)

is maximum."

Problem (5) is known as the assignment problem, and it is solvable in polynomial

time by a combinatorial algorithm. It is also well known that the assignment

problem can be formulated as the following linear program.

max£>,7x,7

subject to

£"=1x/7 = l,       i=l,...,n,

(6) £?=,*,, = 1,       j=l,...,n,

xu>0, i,j =1, ... ,n.

Linear program (6) has an integral optimum solution, since its constraint

matrix is totally unimodular. Let us now consider the dual linear program that

reads
n

(7) mmJ^iUi + Vt)
¿=i

subject to

uj + vJ>wij, /',./= 1, ... ,rt .
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Let ui and v¡, i = 1, ... ,n , denote an optimum dual solution. Since matrix

transposition preserves total unimodularity, we may assume that the solution is

integral. Moreover, we may also assume that

(8) mini* = 0,

since otherwise set u\ := u¡ + a, v'( := vi - a where a := mint».. Let jQ be

the vertex with v¡ =0. Then u¡ + v¡ > 1 - p, and hence
Jo ' Jo — r

(9) -ui < p       for every /'.

Another immediate consequence of (7) is

(10) 1 - w, < Vj       for every ij e E .

We will use the dual solution to define a vertex cut set S in the network

N(G,p). Set

(11) S = {i(t)\-ui<t<vi}.

Since u¡ + v¡ > wu > 0 there are at most w( + v¿ vertices i(t) for each /'.

Hence \S\ < £(M, + v¡) — max X) wíjx¡j ■ ̂ e nave t0 check that S is a vertex

cut set. For let z0, /,,..., / be a p-path in N(G,p), and let u0, ... ,u and

Vq, ... ,v be the corresponding dual variables. Consider the minimum t such

that t > -ut. Such a / must exist by (9). If / = 0, then -u0 < 0 < v0, and

hence the vertex iQ belongs to S. Assume t > 0. By the choice of t, we have

~ui-\ ^ ' - 1 > or> equivalently, t < 1 - ut_x. Since the pair it_lit forms an

edge, we have by (10) that -ut < t < 1 - ut_x < vt. Hence it e S by (11).
Since S contains a vertex of each p-path, there are at most |5| vertex disjoint

p-paths in N(G,p), and hence at most |5| independent p-walks in G.

The opposite inequality is trivial. Given a cycle C of 6, we can define

\C\ independent j?-walks starting at distinct vertices of the cycle and walking

in its direction. Given a path P of length at least p, we can define \P\ - p

independent p-walks starting at distinct vertices of the path but the last p ones,

and walking in the direction of the path. Thus a solution of the packing problem

(2) with value k yields k independent p-walks.     D

We say that a matrix A — (a.) of size n by n has the pattern G if a. / 0

if and only if ij is an edge of G.

Lemma 2. Let G be a digraph and p a positive integer. Then the maximum

rank of the product of p matrices Ax, ... ,A where each A¡ has the pattern G

equals the maximum number of independent p-walks in G.

It will be convenient to adopt some notation of [8]. Let H be a digraph

with weights ae , e € E(H), on the edges. The weight of a subdigraph H' is

defined as weight(i/') := n ae where the product is over the edges of H'. The

weight of a family %? of subdigraphs is defined as the sum of the weights of

its members, i.e. weight^) := Y^H'&ßf weighty').
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Proof. Let Ax, ... ,A be matrices of pattern G, and let B = (b-.) be their

product. Let us consider a.. (, the nonzero ijth entry of At, as the weight

of the edge (ij)t := i(t - l)j(t) of digraph N(G,p). Then btJ = weight^)

where ^ is the collection of paths from i(0) to j(p) in N(G,p). Let fc be

the rank of B . Then 5 has a nonsingular k by k submatrix BR c with rows

R = {rx, ... ,rk} and columns C = {cx, ... ,ck} . We have

det Br,c=Y, sg(JT)weight(^riJit(i) ) • • • weight^,^ )
it

fc

=  E8^71) E IIWei8ht(U,r/,.(i))
71 "V„(i>'-'uV*m,'=1

where iu;j. is a path from ¿(0) to j(p) (or a p-walk from i to j in G ).

We say that the /?-walks wl, ... ,w form an R- C system if the walks start

and terminate in mutually distinct vertices of R and C respectively, i.e. wl =

wr   í , ..., w   = w    k for some permutation n. We say that an R- C system

is odd (even) if the permutation n is odd (even), and we set sg(wl, ... ,w )

:= sg(7t).   Let H — H(w1, ... ,wk) be the multi-digraph obtained by the
1 k

union of edges of to , ... ,w . (H may have multiple edges.) It is clear

that the union of distinct R- C systems may produce the same digraph H. Let

even(H) (odd(H)) be the number of even (odd) R- C systems whose union is

H. Thus H always has kp edges. Now we have

( 12) det BR c = E(even(#) - odd(H)) ■ weight(//")

where the sum is over all multi-subdigraphs of N(G,p) with exactly kp edges.

We observe that even(H) = odd(H) for every H which is the union of an

R-C system w ,... ,w of j?-walks that are not vertex independent. It is so

because we have a vertex v and edges e, e from v in H such that any two

walks w and w' using e and e can be switched so that w continues along e

and w' along e. This defines a 1-1 mapping between the odd and even R- C

systems whose union is H. On the other hand, the unions of distinct vertex

independent R- C systems are distinct. Thus we have
El k Ik

sg(w ,... ,w ) • weight(iy ...w )
Wl ,...,Ui*

where the sum is over all vertex independent systems of k /»-walks which start

in R and terminate in C. Now Lemma 2 easily follows. If det BR c ^ 0 there

are k vertex independent p-walks in G. Conversely, if there is such a system

then let R and C denote the sets of origins and terminals of these k walks,

respectively. If the entries of Ax, ... ,Ap are chosen such that their union is

algebraically independent, then detBR c is nonzero,   o

Let us note that if Ax = A2 = ■ ■ ■ — Ap = A, it may still happen that

weight(w [Jw (J • • • (J w ) — weight(ti) (J w [J • ■■ (J w )

for two distinct systems of vertex independent p-walks.
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Theorem 3. Let G be a digraph and p a positive integer. Then the maximum

rank of the pth power of a matrix of pattern G equals the maximum number of

independent p-walks in G.

Proof. Clearly, max rAp < max r(Ax ...A ) where all the matrices are of pat-

tern G. Let k be the maximum of the right hand side. Then there are k

independent p-walks in G by Lemma 2. By Theorem 1, there is a packing SF

of paths and cycles with value k of the objective function ( 1 ). Let w , ... ,w

be the independent p-walks defined by &. Obviously, there is no other system

of independent p-walks with the weight equal weight (w \J •■ ■ \J w ) even if

Ax = A2 = ■ ■■ = A . Thus rAp = k if algebraically independent transcenden-

tal are substituted to nonzero entries of A .   D

The following statement has been formulated as a conjecture by J. Holenda

and M. Schlegel [4], who also proved the case p = 2 .

Corollary 4. The maximum possible rank of a product of p matrices of the

same pattern equals the maximum rank of the pth power of a matrix of the

same pattern    D

If p > n, then the solution of the packing problem (2) consists of cycles

only. Thus we have

Corollary 5. For any p > n, the maximum possible rank of the pth power of

a matrix of the pattern G equals the maximum number of vertices that can be

covered by a family of vertex disjoint cycles. (Hence the solution is the same for

all p>n.)   D

As a further application of Theorem 1 we show that Theorem 3 remains true

even for symmetric matrices. If A is a symmetric matrix, then more systems

of p-walks may have the same weight, and in the consequence more terms in

the determinant may cancel.

Corollary 6. Let G be a symmetric digraph and p a positive integer. Then the

maximum possible rank of the pth power of a symmetric matrix of pattern G

equals the maximum number of vertices of G that can be covered by a family of

vertex disjoint cycles. (Hence the solution does not depend on p.)

Proof. Let us first observe the following fact. Let C by a cycle in a symmetric

digraph G, and let the vertices of C be, say, 1,2, ... , s. Denote by n the

permutation (2,3,... ,s,1). Assume that í people are located in the vertices

of the cycle, and at each time t — 1,2, ... , p all of them simultaneously walk

either in the direction of n or n~{. Let wx, ... , ws, be the resulting p-walks.

Then

weight^ ' (J ■ • • (J ws ) = (weight C)p = (ax2a23 ...asXf.

Observe also that we describe the only way in which a system of independent

p-walks of this weight may arise, provided a   , j > i, ij e E, are algebraically
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independent. Since sgrc = sgrc-1, we have sg(u/ ,... ,ws) = (sgn)p . Thus the

sign of any system of independent p-walks of weight equal to (weight C)p is

the same, and hence their terms cannot cancel when computing the determinant

of a submatrix.

Since G is symmetric, we may clearly assume that the optimum solution of

the packing problem consists of cycles only, say, Cx, ... ,C¡. By the above

argument, all systems of independent p-walks of weight that is equal to weight

((C\ U " ' U C\ ))P have the same sign.   D

3. Concluding remarks

The main result of the paper is Theorem 3 which establishes the maximum

possible rank of powers of a matrix of a given pattern. Let us recall that the

case p = 1 has been considered in [2]. Also the case p = 2 seems to be simpler

than the general case. The solution has been presented in [4], and J. Nesetril

communicated to me that it was known also to Ch. Papapdimitriou. Theorem

3 for p = 2 follows also from the fact, that if two systems of independent

2-walks have the same weight, then they have also the same sign. This fact is

not true for p > 3.

The proof of Theorem 1 based on the duality of linear programming and the

total unimodularity is in the spirit of [3]. Let us note that one can also derive

a direct combinatorial proof using some augmenting configurations. However,

the proof presented here provides also some information about possible vertex

cut sets in the associated network N(G,p).

Let A(x) be the matrix whose O'th entry is the variable x(¡ for ij e E and

it is zero otherwise. Let p be a positive integer, B(x) denote the pth power

Ap(x) of A(x), and let D(x) be the determinant of a k by k submatrix

of B(x). Clearly, D(x) is a polynomial in the variables x. . I propose the

following question. What is the complexity of computing a coefficient of a given

monomial of D(x) ?

Consider the following modified question. Given a digraph G, let A be a

matrix whose ijth entry may be nonzero only if ij is an edge but the converse

is not required. Clearly, the maximum possible rank of a power of such a matrix

is also given by Theorem 3. We show that the maximum is achieved already by a

0,1-matrix. Let SP be an optimum solution of the packing problem (2). Then

the maximum rank is realized by setting a. = 1 if ij is an edge of a member

of SF and a. = 0 otherwise. We mention that the statement remains true for

a matrix over an arbitrary field. (I am indebted for the question concerning

other fields to A. Faragó.)

The results presented in the paper have been announced in [6]. Further

combinatorial aspects of Theorem 1 and some application to automatic control

will appear elsewhere.
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